
breakdown
TEKKEN World Tour will kick off next month with Dojo applications opening in 
mid-June and tournaments starting on June 24th, and the first Master event 
will be CEO on June 24th-26th in Orlando.

TEKKEN WORLD TOUR

take part in the TOUR

16 regions covering 
the world
There will be 16 regions around the globe in which players can participate in 
local events to gain points to increase their standing in their respective 
regional leaderboard. This is the largest number of regions we have had for 
TWT so far. Notable additions are Pakistan as a separate region, and also 
North Africa. There have also been some changes as to which countries 
belong to which region, aiming to provide a better competitive experience. 
To see which region your respective country is in, please see the fine details 
at tekkenworldtour.com
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tour structure
At a glance, you can see players will compete in various Master and 
Dojo events from June through October, with Regional Finals for 
designated regions taking place from late October through December. 
Then we'll have the Global Finals as an offline event in early 2023.
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event categories
There are mainly two tiers of events this year - Dojo and Master. The top performing players 
in each region will advance to Regional, and then Global Finals. Some Regions may not have 
a Regional Final, in which case the top player in the leaderboard for that Region will be 
eligible to participate in the Global Finals.
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dojo events
Dojo events are mainly community organized offline or online events. This popular feature 
started with the TEKKEN World Tour, but has since been coopted by other games as well. The 
number of points received for top placers scales according to the overall number of 
entrants. More point categories this year with the addition of a 48+ category. To allow for 
your particular event to be part of the TEKKEN World Tour and have participants receive 
points, Tournament Organizers should apply for Dojo status through the Esports Tournament 
Portal.

june to october

dojo

Same format as with previous years!

both offline and online events!

region locked

dojo prime events
In addition to 96+ Dojo events, there is a new category called Dojo Prime. Dojo Prime events 
are outstanding local events that have a large influence on their local communities.

Tournament Organizers who believe their event may fit the bill, can apply for this within their 
Dojo application, after which it will be reviewed by Bandai Namco Entertainment. To 
designate this special category, Dojo Prime events have a hefty amount of points. 
Substantially more than the 96+ Dojos.
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dojo prime

New category within Dojo for TEKKEN World Tour 2022

Tournaments with a large influence on	their communities	selected

both offline and online events!

REGION LOCKED

master events
Master events are major established tournaments around the globe that are scheduled to 
hold offline events this year. Unlike Dojo events, Master events are strictly offline. Master 
events are the best chance to gain the most points. Any player from any region can 
participate in any master and gain points to boost their standing on their respective 
leaderboard.
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large-scale offline events!

Region Free

Top placement(points) counts toward regional leaderboard ranking

master events
We are all really excited that EVO is returning to the Mandalay Bay in Las Vegas from August 5th-7th and TEKKEN 7 has 

been announced as an official title. EVO really is a showcase of the top talent from around the world, and as such, has 
been designated as a Master Prime event. Any player from any region can compete for points to add to their respective 

region's leaderboard. Also, Master Prime events receive even more points than Master events.
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Aug. 5th-7th jun. 24th-26th aug. 19th-21st sep. 17th-18th oct.1st-2nd

master prime master

points
Each region has their respective leaderboard, which will also determine which 
players are eligible to compete in Regional Finals at the end of the season. The 
cumulative points from the top Master (including Master Prime) placement 
and top 4 Dojo (including Dojo Prime) placements determine a players ranking 
in their respective regional leaderboard. Some Regions may not have a 
Regional Final, in which case the top player in the leaderboard for that Region 
will be eligible to participate in the Global Finals.
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1 550 400 220 150 100 70 45 25

2 400 300 150 100 70 45 25 10

3 300 220 100 70 45 25 10 5
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june to october

dojo & dojo prime events
dojo applications
Like with the TEKKEN Online Challenge last year, once the Tournament Organizer has applied 
for Dojo status for their event and it is approved, players can sign up for the event . 
Tournament Organizers should register their local events as a Dojo within start.gg, 
Challonge, or Tornamel, and then players can sign up from within start.gg, Challonge, or 
Tornamel. Players then need to sign up for the TEKKEN World Tour via the the Esports 
Tournament Portal. Check out Esports Tournament Portal for more details!


. http://tekken-esports.bn-ent.net/

Dojo events also start from June 24th

Applications accepted from mid-June.

Visit Esports Tournament Portal for details!
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